Every person is unique. This uniqueness is not only prevalent in his/her biometric traits, but also in the way he/she interacts with a biometric device. A recent trend in tailoring a biometric system to each user (client) is by normalizing the match score for each claimed identity. This technique is called user-(or client-) specific score normalization. This concept can naturally be extended to the multimodal biometrics where several biometric devices and/or traits are involved. This chapter gives a survey on user-specific score normalization as well as compares several representative techniques in this research direction. It also shows how this technique can be used for designing an effective user-specific fusion classifier. The advantage of this approach, compared to the direct design of such a fusion classifier, is that much less genuine data is needed. Several potential research directions are also outlined.
Introduction

Doddington's Menagerie
An automatic biometric authentication system operates by first building a reference model or template for each user (or enrollee). A template is a single enrollment data whereas a reference model, in a more general context, is a statistical model obtained from one or more enrollment samples. During the operational phase, the system compares a scanned biometric sample with the reference model of a claimed identity in order to render a decision. Typically, the underlying probability distributions of genuine and impostor scores exhibit strong user model dependency. They also Norman Poh University of Surrey, Guildford, GU2 7XH, Surrey, UK. e-mail: normanpoh@ieee.org reflect the stochastic nature of the biometric matching process. Essentially, these user-dependent components of the distribution determine how easy or difficult it is to recognize an individual and how successfully he or she can be impersonated. The practical implication of this is that some reference models (and consequently the users they represent) are systematically better (or worse) in authentication performance than others. The essence of these different situations has been popularized by the so called Doddington's zoo, with individual users characterized by animal names such as [7] :
• sheep: persons who can be easily recognized;
• goats: persons who are particularly difficult to be recognized;
• lambs: persons who are easy to imitate;
• wolves: persons who are particularly successful at imitating others.
Goats contribute significantly to the False Reject Rate (FRR) of a system while wolves and lambs increase its False Acceptance Rate (FAR). A more recent work [29] further distinguishes four other semantic categories of users by considering both the genuine and impostor match scores for the same claimed identity simultaneously.
User-specific Class Conditional Score Distributions
To motivate the problem, it is instructive to show how the different animals are characterized by their match scores. In Figure 1 , for the purpose of visualization, we fitted a Gaussian distribution to the match scores originated from a reference model, subjecting to genuine or impostor comparisons. The choice of Gaussian distribution is dictated by the small sample size of the data, especially the genuine match scores. More discussion about this can be found in Section 2.
In order to avoid cluttering the figure, we show only the distributions associated with 20 randomly selected enrolled identities (enrollees) out of 200. These scores are taken from the XM2VTS benchmark database [20] . Since there is one pair of distribution per enrollee (subjecting to being a genuine and an impostor comparison), there are a total of 40 distributions.
The match scores used here (as well as throughout the discussion in this chapter) are likelihood ratio scores in the logarithmic domain. A high score implies a genuine user whereas a low score implies an impostor. Similarity scores can be interpreted in the same way. However, for dissimilarity scores, where a high (resp. low) value implies an impostor (resp. a genuine user), the interpretation is exactly the opposite. In this case, if y is a dissimilar score, one can use −y in order to interpret it as a similarity score. Similarity or likelihood ratio match scores are thus assumed throughout this chapter.
Referring to our discussion above, sheep (resp. goats) are characterized by high (low) genuine match scores. Hence, the genuine distributions with high mean values are likely to be sheep. On the other hand, the genuine distributions with low mean values are likely to be goats. Lambs are characterized by high impostor match scores. This implies that they have high impostor mean values. These characteristics are used in [7] to identify the animals.
Wolves are not shown in Figure 1 . These are persons who "look" similar to all other enrollees in classification sense, i.e., similar in the feature representation. The presence of a large number of wolves will shift the impostor score distribution to the right, closer to the genuine score distributions. This will increase the amount of overlap between the two classes. Consequently, the classification error is increased.
It should be noted that the so-called impostors here refer to zero-effort impostors, i.e., these persons do not have any knowledge about the claimed identity, e.g., possessing his/her biometric traits. While this is a common practice to assess biometric performance, in an authentication/verification application, a deliberate impostor attempt would be more appropriate. Examples of deliberate impostor attempts are gummy fingers [16] , synthesized voice forgery via transformation [18] , and animated talking faces [1] . This subject is an on-going research topic. For the rest of the discussion, we shall focus on zero-effort impostor attempts.
Sources of Score Variability
We shall refer to the varying user-specific class-conditional distributions illustrated in Figure 1 as Doddington's menagerie. Before we discuss techniques that can deal with this phenomenon, it is useful to understand why the score distributions vary from one enrollee to another (i.e., the between-enrollee variation) and why variation exists within each user/enrollee.
The between-enrollee variation is caused by the fact that a biometric system builds a reference model, which can be a statistical model or a template 1 for each enrollee. If there are N enrollees, there will be N reference models. As a result, all the N reference models will be different in parametrization. Two examples of difference in parametrization are given here.
• In iris recognition, it is common to apply a mask prior to matching the IrisCode [5] (represented by a bit string) in order to ignore occlusions such as eyelashes, eyelids and specular reflections. The mask area is different from one IrisCode to another. This variation can be normalized by post-processing the scores [6] .
• In speaker verification, it is common to first train a "world" model that can gauge the speech feature distribution of all the speakers. The world model is then adapted to each enrollee upon presentation of a speaker's speech data. This process produces a reference model tailored to each enrollee. Unlike the IrisCode, however, in speaker verification, how the model parametrization affects the match score is much more complex. A data-intensive approach to normalize against this variation is called Z-norm [26] . Yet another computational intensive approach is to normalize the score with a set of cohort models (obtained from other enrollees). This is known as T-norm [2] .
The within-enrollee variation is due to the fact biometric matching is inherently a stochastic process, i.e., two biometric samples can never be matched perfectly. This is due to noise in the sensed data. One can distinguish three kinds of noise in the sensed data: sensor, channel and modality-specific noise.
• Sensor noise is the noise that is introduced by the sensor itself. For instance, each pixel in a camera sensor contains one or more light sensitive photo-diodes that convert the incoming light (photons) into an electrical signal. The signal is encoded as the color value of the pixel of the final image. Even though the same pixel would be exposed several times by the same amount of light, the resulting color value would not be identical, but have small variation called "noise".
• Channel noise is the result of degradation introduced by the transmission channel or medium. For example, under slightly changed lighting conditions, the same modality may change. The best known example perhaps is in face recognition, where the same face under changing lighting conditions appear more differently then two different faces captured under the same lighting condition.
• Modality-specific noise is one that is due to the difference between the captured data and the canonical representation of the modality. For instance, it is common to use frontal (mugshot) face to represent the face of a person. As a result, any pose variation in a captured face image can become a potential source of noise.
It is well known that the above variability is amplified when the enrollment and the query biometric samples are collected in different sessions [15] . The reason for this is that there are always differences between two sessions, e.g., the acquisition environment, the way the user interacts with the device, the channel noise, and temporary alteration of biometric data (e.g., growth of beard). Consequently, samples collected within a single session are always more similar than samples collected in different sessions.
2 Modeling User-specific Class Conditional Match Score Distributions
Notation
Let j ∈ J to be the claimed identity which must come from a set of enrolled users in the gallery J = [1, . . . , J} and there are J users (enrollees). Each of these users has his/her own reference model. Let j ∈ J to be the remaining identity not in J , essentially representing non-legitimate users (the rest of the world). Hence, the two populations must be disjoint: J ∩ J = ∅. Matching the two populations simulates an open-set recognition task. In contrast, in a closed-set recognition task (i.e., identification), both J and J are the same. Finally, let us further introduce the actual identity j ∈ J ∪ J denoting the person who actually submits a biometric query sample. The goal of identification is to identify whether or not j is one of j ∈ J whereas the goal of authentication/verification is to determine whether j is indeed the claimed j. In order to simplify the notation, we also assume that there is only a single reference model associated with each user. In both the identification and authentication/verification scenarios, one always need to compare all samples belonging to j with the model of j in order to obtain a score set Y (j, j ) (Y with a prime). When j = j , the match score set is genuine, whereas when j = j , it is impostor.
We further introduce two user-specific score sets, both dependent on the claimed identity:
j without a prime) for the genuine class, and Y I j for the impostor class. In this study, for the impostor class, the scores are a union (or aggregation) of all other users (from J and/or J ) claiming to be j, i.e., Y
Characterizing the User-specific Class Conditional Scores
Using the above notation, we shall use the score variable y to represent an element in the set Y k j for a given class k = {G, I} (genuine user or impostor) and a given claimed identity j. The unknown distribution from which Y k j was generated is denoted by p(y|k, j). Thus, the system-wide class-conditional score distribution is given by:
where P (j|k) is the prior probability of the claiming identity j conditioned on k. As can be observed, the system-wide (class-conditional) score distribution is a mixture of user-specific score distributions, hence, a function of user-specific score distribution. In the following, we shall show that the first and second order of system-wide moments are each a function of user-specific moments too, i.e., they are consequence of (1).
The user-specific class-conditional expected value of y is:
The system wide class-conditional expected value of y, when written as a function of (2), is:
where we have used the following term
to denote the expectation over all users (enrollees), conditioned on k. From (3), it is obvious that the system wide µ k is dependent on the user-specific term µ k j . Let the system-wide variance be defined as
2 |k, j be the user-specific variance. It can be shown that these two variances are related by:
The underbraced term effectively is the expected squared difference between a userspecific mean and the system wide mean. We note again that the system-wide variance is a function of user-specific variances.
The dependence of the class-conditional system-wide moments on the userspecific moments is consistent with (1) which says that the system-wide (classconditional) distribution is effectively a mixture of user-specific score distributions. This has a very important implication in studying Doddington's menagerie. Very often, the user-specific class conditional score distribution p(y|k, j) is unknown, or that it is known but cannot be estimated. For example, the set Y C j that is needed to estimate p(y|k = C, j) is very small in size, i.e., only 2 or 3 genuine in the XM2VTS database [17] and an average of 10 in the the NIST2005 speaker evaluation databases [15] . Due to the small sample size, one is constrained to work with low order of moments, since a lower order of moment can always be estimated more accurately than its higher order counterpart. In practice, only the first two orders of moments are used, e.g., [7, 29, 25] . The consequence is that p(y|k, j) is approximated by a Gaussian distribution.
An immediate weakness with the above approach is that higher order moments are simply ignored. If the system-level class-conditional match score has a skewed distribution, then one can reasonably expect that the user-specific distributions to be skewed too; and the reverse is also true. A justification of this is due to (3) and (4). Intuitively, this means that if one can pre-process the system-wide (classconditional) match score distribution to exhibit high central tendency, with zeroskewness (with respect to a Gaussian) and zero kurtosis, one can safely proceed to approximate p(y|k, j) using the first two orders of moment.
An order-preserving transformation to improve the central tendency, when the output of a classifier is bounded in [a, b], is as follow [4] :
Note that this is a generalization of a logit transform where a = 0 and b = 1. Another procedure to improve the central tendency is the Box-Cox transform [3] . This technique was used to pre-process biometric match scores in [24] . In summary, to ensure that the Gaussian assumption on p(y|j, k) is valid, one needs to ensure that the system-wide class conditional distribution p(y|k) is normal. This can be achieved using (5) or the Box-Cox transform.
3 User-specific Score Normalization Procedures
Existing User-specific Score Normalization Procedures
In the previous section, we have justified a moment-based approach that effectively models the match score distributions by:
where N is a Gaussian distribution with mean µ k j and standard deviation σ k j for k ∈ {G, I} and j ∈ J (the enrolled identity).
Among the user-specific score normalization procedures, the earliest one is possibly due to Furui [11] :
This method does not consider the impostor variance term. When this is taken into account, the normalization is called the Z-norm [26] :
The Z-norm (as well as its predecessor) is impostor centric because it relies only on the impostor distribution. In fact, it can be verified that after applying Z-norm the resulting expected value of the impostor scores will be zero across all the models j (see Figure 2) . The net effect is that applying a global threshold to Z-normalized scores will give better performance than doing so with the unprocessed scores.
A client-centric version of Z-norm was reported in [12] . While such a solution may be effective, it requires a lot genuine score samples, making such an approach impractical.
Yet another approach is to use both the genuine and impostor information simultaneously. This method is thus client-impostor centric. Examples of this approach are the EER-norm [10] and the F-norm [21] . The EER-norm has the following two variants:
where
is a threshold found as a result of assuming that the class-conditional distributions, p(y|j, k) for both k, are Gaussian and ∆ emp j is found empirically. In reality, the empirical version (9) cannot be used when only one or two user-specific genuine scores are available. Another study conducted in [28] used a rather heuristic approach to estimate the user-specific threshold. This normalization is defined as:
The rest of the approaches in [28] can be seen as an approximation to this one. The under-braced term is consistent with the term ∆ A significantly different normalization procedure than the above two is called F-norm [21] . It is designed to project scores into another score space where the expected client and impostor scores will be the same, i.e., one for client and zero for impostor, across all J models. Therefore, F-norm is also client-impostor centric. This transformation is:
where γ has to be tuned. Two sensible default values are 0 when µ C j cannot be estimated because no data exists and at least 0.5 when there is only a single userspecific sample. γ thus accounts for the degree of reliability of µ C j and should be close to 1 when abundant genuine samples are available. According to [22] , γ = 0.5 is recommended for the F-norm when there is only a one genuine match score.
A more recent normalization is based on the log-likelihood ratio test:
We will assume that p(y|j, k) is a Gaussian, i.e., p(y|j,
In this case, Ψ j (y) can be written as:
(13) is theoretically optimal in Neyman Pearson sense, i.e., resulting in the lowest Bayes error, when:
1. the class-conditional scores can be described by the first and second order statistics, and 2. the parameters µ k j , σ k j for k ∈ {C, I} and for all j are estimated correctly. The first condition can be fulfilled by converting any score such that the resulting system-wide score distribution confirms better than a Gaussian distribution, e.g., using (5) .
The second condition is unlikely to be fulfilled in practice because there is always lack of user-specific training data (Y k j ), especially the genuine scores. In order to compensate for the paucity of data affecting the reliability of the estimated parameter, in [22] , the following adapted parameters was proposed instead:
. Note that γ 2 is also found in (4). γ k t thus provides an explicit control of contribution of the user-specific information against the user-independent information.
Because of the paucity of the genuine data, but not of the impostor one, in [22] , the following values are recommended:
The rationale for using the first two constraints in (16) is that the user-specific statistics µ I j and σ I j can be estimated reliably since a sufficiently large number of simulated impostor scores can be made available by using a development population of users. The rationale of the third and fourth constraints in (16) is exactly the opposite of the first two, i.e., due to the lack of user-specific genuine scores, the statistics µ C j and σ C j cannot be estimated reliably. Furthermore, between these two parameters, the second order moment (σ C j ) is more severely affected by the small sample size problem than its first order counterpart (µ C j ). As a result, if one were to fine tune γ k t , the most likely one should be γ C j . The effectiveness of (13) with constraints shown in (14), (15) and as (16) was reported in [22] .
Empirical Illustration
It is instructive to measure the effectiveness of various user-specific score normalization. For this purpose, we carried out some experiments on the XM2VTS score database [20] . The experiment involves training the parameters of a given normalization procedure on a development (training) set and applied them to an evaluation (test) set. The following procedures are used: Z-norm, F-norm and the likelihoodbased normalization, i.e., (12) . We then plotted the user-specific class conditional distribution of the normalized scores, p(y norm |j, k), for all j's and the two k's. The distributions are shown in Prior to any normalization, in (a), the user-specific class conditional score distributions are very different from one model to another. In (b), the impostor score distributions are aligned to center close to zero. In (c), the impostor distributions center around zero whereas the client distributions center around one. Shown in (d) is the LLR normalization. Its resulting optimal decision boundary is located close to zero. This is a behavior similar to EER (not shown here). Since the distributions in (b), (c) and (d) are better aligned than that of (a), improvement is expected.
As a case study to compare the effectiveness of various user-specific score normalization procedures, we use the publicly available XM2VTS benchmark score database [20] 2 . There are altogether seven face and six system experimental outputs. The scores of these systems have been obtained by following strictly the two defined experimental protocols, called Lausanne Protocols I and II (LP1 and LP2), respectively. These protocols differ by the way training and validation data sets are User-specific class conditional distributions of (a) a GMM-based speaker verification system, its normalized scores using (b) the Z-norm, (c) the F-norm and (d) the likelihood-ratio based normalization. Only the distributions of 20 users are shown here. Blue curves (on the right clusters) denote genuine score distributions; and red curves (the left clusters), impostor distributions. For illustration purpose, the distributions here are plotted using Gaussian and are rescaled to highlight two phenomena: the dependence of distributions on a particular user, and the effect of user-specific normalization on the resultant distributions.
partitioned. However, in both the protocols, a common test set is used. The training data set is used to build the baseline systems, whereas the scores obtained by running the systems on the validation data set is used to train the user-specific parameters. Finally, the test set is set apart unique for testing the resultant systems (with user-specific score normalization). It is important to note that there are 3 genuine match scores for training a user-specific score normalization procedure in LP1 whereas only two are available for LP2. The details of this experiment Since there are 13 sets of experiment scores, there is a need to summarize the 13 experiments into a single statistic with confidence intervals. One way to do so is to compute the relative change of Equal Error Rate (EER), which is defined as:
(a) face (b) speech Fig. 3 Effectiveness of the Z-norm, the F-norm and the likelihood ratio-based normalization (labelled as US-LLR) compared to the baseline system, applied to (a) the 7 face systems and (b) the 6 speaker verification systems of the XM2VTS benchmark score database. Negative change of EER implies improvement over the baseline system.
rel. change of EER
where EER norm is the EER of a user-specific score normalization procedure and EER orig is the EER of the original system output. Negative (resp. positive) change of EER implies improvement (resp. performance degradation) whereas zero change implies no change in performance. By comparing the performance with the original system, (17) actually takes into consideration the fact that if the original EER is very small, the expected improvement possible on the data set will also be difficult. Consequently, this statistic normalizes against the performance difference of the original systems.
One way to collate the 13 match scores of the relative change of EER is by using a boxplot. This is essentially a non-parametric approach showing the median, the first and third quarters, as well as the fifth and 95-th percentiles of the data. Figure 3 reports the relative change of EER for the 7 face system in (a) and 6 speech systems in (b) in boxplots.
The following observations can be made:
• Since the median values of all the systems are less than zero, it can be concluded that the user-specific normalization procedures examined here, i.e., the Z-norm, the F-norm and the LLR normalization, improve, in general, over the baseline system.
• Between the face and speech systems, the improvement is much more significant for the speech systems. For instance, for the LLR normalization, the median of relative change of EER is about −50%, hence it has reduced the original system error by at least half. In comparison, the median value for the face system is only around −10%. Our on-going (unpublished) studies also show that a minutiabased fingerprint matching system can also benefit from a user-specific score normalization procedure. It is still an on-going research why some biometrics can benefit more from a user-specific score normalization procedure than others.
• The F-norm and the LLR normalization procedure outperforms the Z-norm. An explanation of this is that the Z-norm is impostor-centric whereas the F-norm and LLR-norm are client-impostor centric. Therefore, it is beneficial to exploit the genuine match score information.
• The LLR-norm slightly outperforms the F-norm. However, further experiments on other databases show that both normalization attain somewhat similar performance [23] . Although the likelihood ratio approach is arguably more advantages, its reliance on the second-order moments can be a weakness. In comparison, the F-norm is a much simpler approach as it does not require the estimate of the second order moments. As a result, the F-norm is more useful under small training sample size.
A more extensive comparison of different user-specific score normalization procedures can be found in [23] .
Effects of User-specific Score Normalization On Fusion
Let y i ∈ R be the output of the i-th expert and there are N expert outputs, i.e., i ∈ {1, . . . , N }. In the literature, the conventional fusion classifier, f , can be written as:
where y com ∈ R is a combined score. In contrast, a user-specific fusion classifier, f j , takes the following form:
where j is the claimed identity and there are J claimed identities/reference models. Examples of this approach includes [13, 27, 8, 9, 14, 28] . Directly designing a userspecific classifier is non-trivial. For example, in order to combine N system outputs, if one uses a Gaussian classifier, one will need at least N + 1 user-specific genuine scores in the training set in order to guarantee a non-singular covariance matrix. Since N is severely limited by the number of available training sample, such an approach is not scalable to combining a large number of systems. Furthermore, even if this condition is satisfied, the estimate of the covariance matrix may still not be reliable.
In order to overcome the small training sample size problem, one solution is to apply the user-specific score normalization for each system output individually and then combining the resultant output using a common (under-indepedent fusion classifier) [23] :
f : y where y norm i,j ∈ R is a result of a score normalization procedure specific to the claimed identity j, which is defined as:
Note that although the fusion classifier, f , in (18) is user-independent, the resultant fusion classifier is still user-specific. This is because its input are normalized scores which differ from one claimed identity to another.
We shall give an intuitive explanation regarding why applying a user-specific score normalization procedure to each individual system output prior to fusion is beneficial. Figure 4 shows the fitted densities of 10 claimed identities subjecting to being a genuine user or an impostor class. Prior to applying the F-norm, the distributions are not well aligned. However, after applying the F-norm, the impostor mean score is centered on the origin whereas the genuine mean score has been projected close to (1, 1) . This projection is, nevertheless, not perfect because the user-specific genuine mean score still cannot be estimated reliably. A perfect userspecific normalization would require that all user-specific class-conditional score distributions after transformation to be the same for every enrollee.
Despite the somewhat imperfect normalization, in [23] , it was shown that applying user-specific score normalization using the F-norm prior to fusion can reduce the fusion error (with respect to not using the normalization) by as much as 70%. More results supporting this claim can be found in [19] .
Conclusions and Open Issues
User-specific score normalization is a current topic in biometrics. It is strongly related to Doddington's menagerie, although early literature in this direction rarely refers to this phenomenon. By applying user-specific score normalization, an improved decision in terms of FAR and FRR is often observed. Furthermore, by applying user-specific score normalization prior to fusion, the design of a user-specific fusion classifier is greatly simplified [23] .
There still remain some open issues:
• Effectiveness of user-specific normalization across all biometrics: It is generally believed that Doddington's menagerie occurs in all biometric [29, 25] . Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that a user-specific score normalization procedure to be able to improve over the baseline systems. However, not all biometrics benefit from the user-specific score normalization to the same degree. This requires a thorough experimentation.
• User-ranking: Due to Doddington's menagerie, in principle, it is possible to estimate the user-specific performance and then rank the users according to their performance. In [25] , the d-prime statistic, the F-ratio and the two-class Fisherratio were examined. Ability to rank the users according to their performance has at least two important applications. First, this allows the system designer to control the quality of data collected in an enrollment session. Second, in the context of multimodal fusion, instead of using all the biometric modalities, one can select only a subset of the most discriminative biometric traits for each person to perform fusion.
• Normalization under deliberate impostor attempts: All user-specific score normalization procedures developed in the literature assume zero-effort impostor. In an authentication scenario, it is reasonable to expect deliberate impostor attacks. It is still an on-going research issue regarding how well a user-specific score normalization can withstand such an attack; and if not, how such an approach can be improved.
